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Shauna Shipley 
The falling of the leaves and rain might signal the real arrival of fall to the 
Northwest. However, water restrictions still remain in effect. 
Volunteers help Push/Excel 
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Student  mugged 
program, has received over 40 requests 
for information in addition to sign-up 
sheets circulated by RHA. IFC and 
Panhellenic are providing support for the 
program as well. 
The first week of tutoring sessions 
found the tutors without enough 
students to tutor. However, in the second 
week the ranks of students has grown. 
The CVC encourages all interested 
students to pick up an application for 
tutoring in SUB 204. 
According to Kirsten Mudge, the 
coordinator of Push/Excell for CVC, the 
school district is looking at "expanding 
Push/Excel to more sights in the area." 
Currently, the tutoring is conducted at 
TCC because most students have access 
by bus to that location. 
The University administration, under 
the leadership of President Philip 
See TUTOR page 3 
By Joel Davis 
Helen Suzman, spokeswoman for the 
opposition party in the South African 
parliament, will lecture on the topic, 
"Will South Africa Survive?" in the 
Fieldhouse next Tuesday, at 8:00 p.m. 
Suzman co-founded the anti-apartheid 
Progressive Party and served as the 
party's only representative in the South 
African parliament from 1961 to 1974. 
Additionally, she has been nominated for 
the Nobel Peace Prize for four 
consecutive years, 1981-1984, and was 
awarded the Politiken and Dagens 
Nyheter Freedom Prize in 1984. 
"White citizens have never set foot  
By David Harlan 
"You are fucking dead." 
Not anyone's idea of a pleasant 
conversation on a peaceful walk to 
campus, right? 
Tuesday morning around 3:55, three 
blocks off campus south of North 21st 
on Alder, a hispanic male with a small 
revolver said exactly that to senior 
George Newton. He had just taken 
Newton's wallet. 
Newton, escaped the incident unhurt. 
He called the Tacoma Police from the 
Security Services office after running to 
campus. The case is under investigation. 
Newton outlined the morning's events 
to The Trail. 
"I was walking west on 21st and I 
turned south on Alder," Newton 
continued, "right before I turned the 
corner onto Alder, this car, the only car 
on the street, turned into the alley right 
behind LaPores. 
"I kind of looked behind me and I saw 
the car go in," Newton continued, "and I 
turned around the corner and I saw that he 
was sitting there, his lights were coming 
through, but it wasn't moving. I got 
really nervous." 
Newton crossed to the west side of 
Alder in an attempt to avoid being seen. 
He was going to head up 19th to go to 
campus. When the car parked, "I was 
thinking to myself, 'it is a bit early for 
people to be coming to work at 
LaPores,' and I got kind of nervous." 
One man came from behind the store 
and another walked next to Newton on 
the street, crossing toward him. 
"At that point I knew something was 
going down," Newton said. 
"He approached me, but before he got 
up to me he said, 'all your money, right 
now,' and I said, 'hey, no problem,' and I 
put down my backpack real slow and I 
started to take out my wallet, and at that 
point he walked up to me and put it right 
here [indicating midchest] so I would see 
it. 
"I pulled out my wallet and started to 
take out my money and he just grabbed 
the wallet, and he said something like 
'now get the fuck out of here.' I stood 
into the world of blacks, know nothing 
about the miserable conditions endured 
by them, and most of all know nothing 
about the seething anger that has built 
up over the years. You can see it in the 
funerals. Every Nationalist M.P. 
(Member of Parliament) should be 
obliged to attend a black funeral-
disguised as a human being," said 
Suzman in one of her recent articles. 
Although she opposes apartheid, 
Suzman also opposes using economic 
sanctions to force the South African 
government to change its policies. She 
agrees that the sanctions are effective 
See SUZMAN page 3 
there for a minute and picked up my 
books and they started walking back to 
their car and I said, 'it would be real cool 
if you guys could just leave my wallet 
and I.D.' 
"He turned around and said, 'you are 
fucking dead,' and he came at me. 
"I took off [running] up nineteenth 
[toward campus] and I got to 
Schiff-Harrington breezeway and I called 
Karl [Karl Kisser, Security shift 
supervisor]. I met him about halfway [to 
the security office]. I called TPD from 
the office and they dispatched a unit 
while I was on the phone." 
The suspects are two hispanic males, 
one wearing an orange and brown coat 
with a hood and the other wearing a 
biege sweater and black knit cap. 
"They were both pretty well covered. 
It was like they had been doing this all 
night long," said Newton. 
They were driving a large blue 
American sedan with a light vinyl top 
and a silver pinstripe. 
"It looked like an older Firebird," 
Newton said. 
Newton, a shift supervisor for 
Security Services was not concerned 
about the reaction of the campus to the 
fact that a Security supervisor was 
robbed. 
"I think it says something," said 
Newton, "I was robbed at gunpoint two 
and a half blocks from campus. That is 
completely intimidating. 
"It's a bummer that somebody has to 
be a victim before people realize that it 
can be a danger. If that's the thing that 
people are supposed to get out of it, then 
I don't think there's anything wrong with 
letting them know that I work for 
security. I mean it shows that even the 
people who are supposed to be the most 
invulnerable are vulnerable. 
"I think it's important to know that I 
didn't have a radio and I didn't have a 
flashlight and I didn't identify myself as 
security because I wasn't on campus. Out 
of uniform I am as vulnerable as 
anybody else and I should take the same 
precautions." 
By Siri Wilbur 
The lack of minorities in higher 
education has been targeted by the 
American Council on Education as a 
major concern for the education 
community and Push/Excel, a tutorial 
assistance program operated by the 
Tacoma School District, is Tacoma's 
attempt to solve the problem. 
The program has found widespread 
support among Puget Sound volunteers. 
From 3:30-5:30 p.m. on weekday 
afternoons and 9:30-11:00 a.m. on 
Saturday mornings, Puget Sound tutors 
meet with high school and junior high 
students at Tacoma Community College. 
Together, they work on english, spanish, 
french, math, science, history and 
politics. 
The Community Volunteer Center, 
which is responsible for coordinating 
university tutors for the Push/Excel 
South African parliament member to speak 
111:41 World 
%AR Watch 
Compiled by Rob Huff 
Persian Gulf: Two surface-to-surface missiles were fired by Iran into 
Baghdad on Sunday, hitting a residential area. Iraq reported that at least one missile 
exploded in a densely populated neighborhood, killing a number of civilians. 
In seperate developements, Libya has threatened to ally with Iran in the Gulf 
conflict if the Gulf Arab states resume ties with Egypt. 
War Crimes Files: The United Nations formally announced that they 
would allow further access to war-crimes documents on Friday. The new rules will 
allow increased access for writers, reporters, and historians to the files on almost 
40,000 alleged war criminals and witnesses compiled by a World War II 
commission. 
Nicaragua: The Reagan administration has apparently changed its stance on 
the Central American Peace Plan, announcing on Tuesday that they will not ask for 
further funding for the contras in order to give the plan a chance. However, in a 
last-minute bill passed to keep the goverment in session until Dec. 16, Reagan 
included $3.2 million in 'non-miltary' aid to the contras. 
Supreme Court: Under extreme pressure from the Reagan 
administration, Judge Douglas Ginsburg became the second appointee to face failure 
in the attempts to fill the final Supreme Court seat. He withdrew on Sunday, 
claiming that the marijuana 'clamor' about his smoking it as a youth had become too 
damaging. 
Compiled from Christian Science Monitor and New York Times reports of the past 
week. 
Compiled by Rob Huff 
Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy Applications 
Occupational and Physical Therapy applications are available for the Fall, 1988 
programs. They can be picked up in Jones 112. The application deadline is 
February 1, 1988. 
Japan Study Program 
Students interested in a year of study in Japan in a high-quality academic 
program should apply for the 1988-89 Japan Study Program, operated out of 
Earlham College on behalf of the Great Lakes Colleges Association and the 
Associated Colleges of the Midwest. The University of Puget Sound has an 
agreement with the program, allowing successful UPS applications to receive "in 
residence" credit and to use UPS financial aid. The program involves the study of 
Japanese history, culture, and language at Waseda University, Tokyo. While the 
program may admit students with no previous training in Japanese, it best serves 
students who have undertaken the language and can profit from a year in Japan's 
largest and busiest city and homestays with Japanese families. Applications are 
available from Suzanne Barnett, History/Asian Studies (x3168), and are due on 
Dec. 1, 1987, for screening by the UPS Study Abroad Selection Committee. 
Drinking and Driving Seminar 
The Tacoma Police Department in cooperation with the Panhellenic Council 
will put on a drinking and driving seminar on Nov. 17, at 7:00 p.m., in Kilworth 
Chapel. The presentation is free and open to the public. 
Gerald Ford to Speak at GRCC 
Former president Gerald Ford will speak at Green River Community College on 
Nov. 19, at 7:30 p.m. Any questions concerning the speech should be addressed to 
Lorna Gustayson at 833-9111, ext. 361. 
Summer Session Preliminary Schedules 
Students who wish to plan their spring and summer schedules together may 
pick up a summer session preliminary schedule at the Registrar's window. 
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The Constitution: A Millstone 
Around the Necks of Minorities? 
Did the Constitution codify the fatal flaw in the American 
Republic, or did it enshrine a liberating principle? 
Professor Derrick A. Bell, Jr., professor of law at Harvard University 
and former dean of the University of Oregon Law School, will present his 
views on issues ranging from desegregation to affirmative action on 
Tuesday, Nov. 17, at the University of Puget Sound Law School. 
Bell is the author of Race, Racism, and American Law; Shades of 
Brown: New Perspective on School Desegregation; and Foreword: The 
Civil Rights Chronicles. 
Bell will speak at 5:00 p.m. in room 501 of the Law School. The 
lecture is free and open to the public. 
Intellectuals and Tolerance: 
Academic Freedom in the Cold War. 
Academic freedoms topic of nineteenth Regester lecture at 
Puget Sound. 
Terry Cooney, associate professor of history, will address the Cold 
War-era baiting of suspected Communists on campus faculties, and the 
repeated testing of "tolerance" during periods of national anxiety on 
Wednesday, Nov. 18, in Kilworth Chapel, at 8:00 p.m. 
Cooney is the author of The Rise of the New York Intellectuals: 
"Partisan Review" and Its Circle, 1986. 
Cooney's address will explore the arguments developed by intellectuals 
to justify their varying positions on this question, and the continuing 
difficulties of giving clear content to the concepts of academic freedom and 
tolerance. 
The lecture is free and open to the public. 
Deferred rush examined 
By John Shepherd 
Deferred rush and its potential impact 
on the campus arose as the focus of 
Tuesday night's formal senate meeting. 
In the meeting, senate heard an 
alternative position to the two stands 
currently held on the deferred rush issue. 
Senator John Schussler and Mike 
Canizales presented what they consider a 
viable compromised solution to the rift 
between those promoting deferred rush 
and those trying to preserve the existing 
system. 
The solution proposed was that rush 
remain open to freshmen, but that the 
entire residence hall system become 
incorporated into Greek social activities. 
Weekend social functions, for instance, 
that now typically include one sorority 
and one fraternity would potentially 
involve one or two residence halls, if the 
plan were implemented. 
`Upper class 
independents, upper 
class greek interaction is 
not going to happen with 
deferred rush anyway.' 
It was emphasized, however, that the 
extent of this social interaction would go 
beyond alcohol-consuming parties to 
include other types of events as well. 
Mike Canizales, who has been heavily 
involved with the issue over the past 
three years, claimed that the plan would 
go over well with the greek community. 
"Rush is their (the greeks) baby...they 
are willing to do tons if they can have 
rush," said Canizales. 
Schussler maintained that the plan 
would be a good compromise to the two 
all-or-nothing options now offered 
because it would not only address the 
rational behind delaying rush but actually  
improve on it by satisfying both sides of 
the debate. 
According to Schussler, deferred rush 
is offered as a means of achieving four 
goals: 1) improve campus ethos, 
2)provide a common freshman 
experience, 3) improve independent life, 
and 4) improve greek life. 
Schussler added that despite having a 
number of bugs at this point, his plan 
would meet all the stipulations 
previously defined, stating that the plan 
would "strengthen both the greek system 
and independent life." 
Response to the Schussler/Canizales 
plan varied. While the plan apparently 
drew some praise, a complaint was raised 
that the plan seemed to leave out 
off-campus students, who constitute 
more than 50 percent of the total student 
body. 
Canizales conceded that while the plan 
does not solve that prolern as yet, it 
would be open to adaption that could 
later include off-campus students. 
"Upper class independents, upper class 
greek interaction is not going to happen 
with deferred rush anyway," said 
Canizales. 
He then mentioned that this potential 
conflict represents a current problem in 
that the lack of dorm space forces 
independents to move off campus early 
in their college careers. 
This problem could possibly be 
lessened, he continued, if deferred rush 
were avoided because national greek 
organizations would be more willing to 
build chapter houses if they didn't think 
they might go under because of a deferred 
rush. Building chapter houses, in turn, 
would open up large sections of the 
dorms for upperclass, independent 
see SENATE page 3 
Crimes 
on 
Campus 
11/5/87 1546 
11/5/87 1605 
A student reported that an expensive lacrosse stick had 
been stolen from outside Jones hall. It had been left 
unattended. 
A student who lives in a chalet discovered over $100 
sitting on Todd Field and returned it to Security Services. 
The cash was claimed by its rightful owner. The honesty 
of Kim Spears is much appreciated by all parties. 
11/8/87 0115-1115 A student's car was broken into in front of 918 N. 
Lawrence. The stereo was taken and the dash torn. Referred 
to TPD. 
11/10/87 1200 	 An unattended wallet was stolen from an office in Howarth. 
It was later recovered minus the cash. 
11/10/87 1300 	 An unattended wallet containing $40 was stolen from a 
faculty member in the Music building. 
* A female student reported that the red Nissan exposure was seen 
near N. 21 Street. There is a reward for anyone who can obtain a 
license plate of this vehicle. 
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On the Line... 
Congress proposes State Dept. cuts 
Latin American peace plan 
remains in auestion 	  
Time has come for the 
Reagan administration and 
Congress to fashion next 
year's federal budget, and in 
the process even more 
program cutbacks lurk. 
One area being targeted 
by Congress is the State 
Department and foreign aid 
programs. The current 
lawmakers are proposing to 
cut $84 million out of the 
State Department budget 
raising the concerns of the 
administration. This is 
drastically below the 
minimum budget proposed 
by the president. 
Why 	 the 	 State 
Department? Among the 
various programs of the 
federal goverment, the 
foreign services are seen by 
political analysts as having 
the least united voice. This 
Senate from 2 
occupation. 
Other opposition to the plan centers 
around the pragmatic logistics of 
implementing the plan (which are 
numerous) and a wish among some 
independents to not be forced into 
socializing in a regulated manner. 
This plan was offered two weeks 
before the deadline to present positions 
on the issue to the Board of Trustees. 
An open forum on deferred rush will 
be held on November 17, at 6:00 p.m., 
in the Great Hall. A special vote will be 
held the next day to get a poll of student 
opinions. 
Suzman from front page 
hinderences to South Africa's economy, 
but she writes in a recent issue of the 
New York Times that "reducing South 
Africa to a wasteland [economically] 
would lead not to a nonracial democracy 
but to more oppression and misery." 
"The experience of the last year bears 
out this belief, the most compelling 
evidence being the election last May for 
South Africa's white assembly. The 
election produced a distinct swing to the 
right, following a campaign that played 
heavily on the security concerns of the 
white minority while encuraging an 
outburst of of patriotic sentiment against 
'outside interference'," said Suzman. 
Instead of economic sanctions imposed 
to pressure South Africa to abandon 
Tutor from front page 
Phibbs, has encouraged students to 
participate in the program. The 
President's office is looking at tutoring 
programs that allow students "to work 
with younger students who have the 
potential for college study, but who have 
not developed their potential and need 
encouragement to do so." 
Many students expressed hopes of 
is currently expanding its 
world diplomatic role, with 
more diplomats in the 
Persian Gulf region, the 
Middle East, and elsewhere. 
Also targeted for 
substantial cuts is the U.S. 
foreign aid budget. 
Analysts have raised the 
concern that the 
combination of budget cuts 
to both the foreign aid 
budget and the State 
Department could endanger 
national security concerns 
in key areas. 
The proposed cuts come 
in the wake of recent 
congressional complaints 
concerning the United 
States' influence abroad. 
A fight against the 
lawmaker's proposals is 
expected to arise from the 
White House. 
Rob Huff 
In other business, a bill was discussed 
that would require that ASUPS 
sponsored "physical participations" 
organizations adhere to specific safety 
guidelines. 
States 	 the 	 bill, 
	 "'Physical 
Participation' organizations are defined as 
those which include physical activities as 
a regular element of participation. The 
University and ASUPS wish to promote 
safe participation by members of these 
organizations." 
Senate will go into formal session on 
Thursday to vote on the ASUPS club 
safety bill and to further discuss their 
position on deferred rush. Students at 
large are encouraged to attend. 
apartheid, Suzman suggests that "the 
most effective instrument for change is 
economic expansion within the country." 
Suzman's approach to apartheid 
directly opposes that of UPS Divest, but 
the student activist group has decided to 
help publicize the lecture on the grounds 
that it will help educate the campus 
community, said Gail Leschine. 
"We think she does good work, but we 
are concerned with her methods," said 
Leschine. 
"Mrs. Suzman is 'interested in 
working within the system,' while we 
believe that real change can only come 
through economic pressure, i.e., 
divestment," finished Leschine. 
Tickets to Helen Suzman's lecture are 
available at the Info booth for $6, at 
Ticketmaster outlets, and at the door. 
developing a "Big Brother/Big Sister" 
relationship with the student learners. 
"Tutors must be committed to 
tailoring their style to the student to 
make them feel comfortable. They must 
strive to establish the bond between the 
student and themselves," said Dc Lacy 
Ganley, a UPS student. 
The goal of Push/Excel is to motivate 
students to accept responsibility for their 
own education and to work hard for 
success in school. Whether or not it will 
succeed remains to be seen. 
Courtesy of the Central American 
Awareness Group 
In mid-October, the Reagan 
administration was shocked when Costa 
Rican President Oscar Arias was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize. With the 
adminstration's committed opposition to 
the Arias Peace Plan, for which Arias 
received the award, the news was taken as 
a "slap in the face of Reagan" by many 
officials. 
The Arias Peace Plan is designed to 
bring stability and democracy to Central 
America through diplomatic, negotiated, 
and peaceful means rather than through 
military force, which appears to be the 
American alternative. 
The region and its population has been 
historically torn and ravaged by internal 
political strife and U.S. intervention. 
The region is also known for its low 
levels of economic development, and 
bleak social conditions. Honduras 
typifies the area's living standards in 
lacking almost any accessible health 
facilities for the majority. As a result, 
infant mortality runs at 7.65 percent, and 
life expectancy does not enerally exceed 
49 years. In addition to this, educational 
facilities are equally scarce, with the 
adult literary rate running at 57 percent 
in Honduras, in contrast to 95.5 percent 
here in the U.S. 
In designing his peace plan, Arias saw 
the necessities of regional cooperation in 
combatting these problems. The 
following six major points of the plan 
are drawn to ensure a coordinated effort: 
All Central American countries 
guarantee full observance of civil rights 
and pluralistic democratic processes. 
Free elections be overseen by 
foreign teams, after every President now 
in office completes his term. 
All foreign funding of rebel groups 
stop. 
All governments facing armed 
rebellion declare immediate cease-fires, 
and within 60 days, amnesty. 
Governments facing armed 
rebellions hold talks with all internal 
disarmed opposition groups. 
A Central American parliament be 
revived. Elections of representatives from 
each nation be scheduled for early 1988. 
The fact that the U.S. was deliberately 
excluded from the proposal has angered 
the Reagan administration, which has 
characteristically played a patriarchial 
role in Central American conflicts. 
furthermore, the plan is directed against 
Reagan's hopes of overthrowing the 
Sandinista government through 
continued aid to the contra terrorists. 
given that Arias has received the World 
Peace Prize, Reagan will find it 
exceedingly difficult to gather 
Congressional support for his proposed 
$270 million military aid package for the 
Contras. 
The Reagan administration deemed 
Arias' plan as "fatally flawed" and alleges 
that it does not ensure American interests 
in the region. Reagan has publically 
denounced the plan for not stressing the 
need to expel all Cuban and Soviet 
advisors from the area. 
Privately and historically, however, 
the U.S. government has sought to 
retain the profit levels attained by 
American international corporations 
within Central American nations. Due to 
the U.S. historic political control, a 
privileged economic role through 
benefits such as tax breaks, cheap labor, 
and unrestricted exporting practices (out 
of every dollar invested in banana 
production for example, 93 percent 
leaves the country). 
makes the programs an 
easy target despite the fact 
that the United States has 
suffered an image problem 
internationally through 
such incidents as the 
bombing of Libya and the 
recent Iran-Contra affair. 
In response to the cuts, 
the State Department 
proposes to close two 
embassies in Africa and 13 
overseas consulates. This 
would follow the closing 
of 13 consulates last year. 
Also on the block are the 
jobs of approximately 
13,000 foreign service 
officers who would be 
forced into early retirement. 
This would comprise an 8 
percent cut in the total 
State Department staff. 
Ironically, analysts point 
out that the Soviet Union 
Alcohol Awareness 
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The U.S. Department of 
Education has recently 
ranted P41 	 Sound 
education and substance 
abuse 	 prevention 
program. 	 "Natural 
Alternatives," supervised 
by tie - ~~~nselirtg enter,: 
the 
gr  in the state to receive 
funding this year. 
$91,000 to go to 'Natural Alternatives' 
By Siri Wilbur 
ave you heard rumors of 
late-night Saturday violence 
among drunken revelers? 
Have you known individuals 
in alcohol related auto 
accidents? Have you watched a friend or 
neighbor sink into the academic cellar 
while the empty bottles of Henry's 
mount along the windowsill? 
Most likely; and Puget Sound has not 
been immune to the significant increase 
. 	 ,  
`College students 
undergo unique life 
stage challenges that 
make them more 
susceptible to 
substance abuse.' 
in problems related to drug abuse and 
alcohol use that colleges and universities 
have seen nationwide. 
However, the university has made 
efforts to combat these problems. A new 
alcohol and drug abuse prevention 
program has been designed which 
recently received recognition from the 
U.S. Department of Education along 
with a $91,000 grant. 
Known as "Natural Alternatives," the 
program is designed to help students who 
are currently using drugs decrease or 
eliminate their drug use, and to help 
students currently abusing alcohol 
decrease their alcohol consumption if 
they so choose. 
The program will be run by a new 
member of the university's Counseling 
Center staff. The Substance Abuse 
Program Coordinator, as yet unnamed, 
will work with student groups, 
coordinating efforts already on campus 
related to substance abuse education and 
prevention programs. 
Natural Alternatives will operate out 
of room 214 in the Student Union 
Building. This has caused some turmoil 
because this means less room where 
student groups can meet. There will be 
office space for the Substance Abuse 
Program Coordiriat , r as well as 
equipment for producing anti-abuse 
audio-visual programs. 
Presentations to residence halls, 
fraternities and sororities, as well as to 
`I'll be interested in 
seeing the programs 
that are developed to 
deal with the 
problems.' 
various departments will consequently be 
more readily available. The Counseling 
Center hopes to work closely with the 
leaders of these organizations to promote 
the new program. 
According to Bob Stremba, Director of 
Counseling at Puget Sound, there is an 
attitude prevalent in our culture that pairs 
alcohol with the college lifestyle. It is 
because of this attitude that active 
intervention is necessary. 
"Natural Alternatives is an education 
program—not an investigative or 
`Natural Alternatives is 
an education 
program--not an 
investigative or 
punitive program,' 
punitive program," according to 
Stremba. "It is seen as an attempt to 
allow students to make intelligent 
choices." 
According to Peg Levine, counseling 
psychologist and advisor to 
B.A.C.C.H.U.S., a student alcohol 
awareness group, "College students 
undergo unique life stage challenges that 
make them more susceptible to 
substance abuse." 
`There is an attitude 
prevalent in our 
culture that pairs 
alcohol with the 
college lifestyle.' 
"Students are moving away from 
home, family, and friends. They are 
sorting out previous relationships and 
patterns of studying while balancing 
physical, psychological, social, 
emotional, and spiritual health in a world 
with more choices," she said. 
"I'll be interested in seeing the 
programs that are developed to deal with 
the problems, and how effective they 
will be," said Steve Nicker, class of '89. 
The grant was awarded by the U.S. 
Department of Education Fund for the 
Improvement of Post Secondary 
Education (FIPSE). Puget Sound was 
one of 92 colleges and universities—and 
the only one in Washington state—to 
receive an FIPSE grant this year. The 
funding will be spread over two years. 
P&G professor speaks 
in favor of greeks 	  
By Rolf Norton 
One professor stood apart from the 
majority at Wednesday's Faculty Senate 
Student Life Committee meeting on 
deferred rush. Politics and Government 
Assistant Professor Bill Haltom said he 
thinks the proposal is nothing more than 
a form of greek bashing. 
On January 28 the Board of Trustees 
will decide on deferred rush. But before 
then the Faculty Student Life 
Committee's Rush/Residence hearings 
will provide a forum for opinion on the 
issue. In the next few days, they will 
hear from IFC, Panhellenic, RHA, and 
selected student leaders. 
Today the committee heard from 
faculty and Bill Haltom expressed his 
opinion in a written report given to the 
committee. Through this report and in a 
separate interview, Haltom explained his 
point of view. 
Haltom's assumptions include the idea 
that the fraternities and sororities do 
contribute to the quality of life at Puget 
Sound. He believes that the school 
should avoid tampering with the greek 
system without substantial evidence that 
efforts would do more good than harm. 
`Fraternities and 
sororities will recruit, 
cajole, and entice 
freshmen to pledge 
informally.' 
Call your mummy. 
You remember. She was 
always there when you were 
frightened. And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with ban-
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
to talk to your mother again 
right now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service, 
a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you. just call 
1 800 222-0300. 
Sure, your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
what she's wrapped up in. 
n111n• 
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AT&T 
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Well, last week I wrote about procrastination and I must admit it was a little 
bit cocky. I made light of the whole situation, like I could handle it, it was all 
just a game. I was wrong. It's a vicious, destructive cycle. It's like a roller 
coaster ride. You're getting sick over the edge and the ride just won't stop. 
Stupidly enough, I kept playing the game, living on the edge. On 
Tuesday I went to print out a paper, due in ten minutes. I hadn't felt like 
getting it done the night before, so I just didn't do it, rationalizing with my 
genetics excuse. 
Things would be fine, I figured. No problem. Just print it out. I came 
down in the morning and my entire computer disk had been erased. Now, 
this might not seem like a trauma to you, but everything I had written all year 
was gone and the vacuum that remained was renamed "Random." (Which I 
found to be a delightful comment on my writing.) 
What followed was sheer hell. I had to give the oh-so-faky "my disk didn't 
work" excuse to my professor, and I had to completely rewrite (of course I 
hadn't saved any version) the paper on Walt Whitman which I had done at 
the last minute and hated every minute of in the first place. 
Next week, I have a research paper due along with three tests. Anyone in 
a similar situation is welcome to meet me late at night every night next week 
to do the studying I just haven't been able to fit in yet. 
I humbly apologize to those who turned in their third grade papers typed. 
ait lin's 
Haltom sees deferred rush as prolonged 
rush. Instead of lasting one week in late 
August, rush, if deferred to the second 
semester, would really go on all semester 
long. Haltom contends that "fraternities 
and sororities will recruit, cajole, and 
entice freshman to pledge informally ... 
during all of fall semester." 
In this case, according to Haltom, 
deferred rush would be "eternal rush," 
creating complications requiring greater 
rules and supervision. In turn, more 
conflict between greeks and independents 
and between students and faculty could 
result. 
`If I cannot come up 
with a plausible 
rationale for deferral, I 
am left with a choice 
between the candid 
admission that the 
greeks are being 
harassed and 
dissembling. ' 
He continues to argue that "eternal 
rush" will turn into "dirty rush," and that 
"these controls threaten to drive even 
more of greek life underground, rendering 
it harder to supervise." 
By asserting that deferred (hence 
eternal, covert, and dirty) rush is nothing 
more than a punitive measure against the 
greeks, Haltom finalizes his 
assumptions, contending that "unable to 
bring the students to heel ... we abuse 
our authority to spite them." 
Haltom concludes by stating that "as a 
faculty member, I try to impress my 
students by being candid. If I cannot 
come up with a plausible rationale for 
deferral, I am left with a choice between 
the candid admission that the greeks are 
being harassed and dissembling. I shall 
not dissemble." 
‘4, 
stude 
Ticketmaster & 
Info Center 
Monday, Nov. 16 
8:00pm 
UPS Fieldhouse 
Run your own 
business next summer. 
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED! 
Leadership ability • The determination to succeed • The 
ability to work long hard, hours • A strong sense of responsibity 
WHAT YOU PUT IN 
3 weekends of spring training • Pre-summer recruiting of staff 
Pre-summer marketing • A summer of some of the hardest, most 
rewarding work you have ever experienced 
WHAT YOU GET OUT 
$6,000 - $15,000 in summer earings • Marketing support • Active field 
support • Accounting and systems support • Managerial, sales, technical 
and production management training • The knowledge, confidence and 
to run your own business 
you, c64‘ media it! Ajejetel hotel 
t440(44 ffooviz rite,cenveht/yzzalt -tinve 
ermatoffnveht cehtivz. 
On Campus Monday, November 16th 
and Tuesday, November 17th, both days 
10am - 2pm in the SUB on Venders' Row 
Information Seminar Tuesday, Nov. 17 
2 -3pm in SUB 202 N/S 	 A Triple A 
ltd. " 
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Reviewer decides new 
movie release contains 
far, far more than zero 
"The Nude" by Robert Vogel, UPS instructor of drawing, painting 
and design, is only one of the many works to be displayed in the new 
Kittredge Gallery exhibit opening this Sunday, November 15. The 
exhibit features award-winning works by painter Robert Vogel and 
sculpture by Morse Clary, art instructor at Columbia Basin College in 
Pasco. 
By Terry Bain 
Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n' Roll; a 
combination glorified by Hollywood 
even before it was sloganized on the 
bumpers of thousands of American 
Novas. Less Than Zero, based on the 
book by Brett Easton Ellis, has a new 
twist on the old theme. And it all occurs 
in and about Beverly Hills. 
The story centers around four main 
characters. Clay Easton (Andrew 
McCarthy), his sometime girlfriend 
Blair, (Jami Gertz), and his best buddy 
Julian (Robert Downey), and finally, 
Cocaine. 
Most of the story takes place during 
Christmas break of Clay's freshman year 
at college. Clay decides to take his break 
at home because Blair has asked him to. 
This is a bit surprising when we find out 
that Clay found her and Julian in bed 
together during Thanksgiving break. But 
hey, what are friends for? 
Clay assumes that Blair has seen the 
fault in her unfaithful ways and just 
wants to see him again. The real reason 
she wants Clay to come back is that 
Julian has managed to truly mess up life, 
and she has a few white powdery 
problems of her own. 
You see, Julian is addicted to Rock 
Cocaine. Not only that, but he's got a 
$50,000 drug debt with his pusher Rip 
(James Spader) and Daddy ain't gonna 
pay. To top it off, Rip will be a real nice 
guy about the whole thing and let Julain 
pay off the money by pulling 
homosexual tricks at some fine Beverly 
Hills parties. 
All of this causes Julian to spiral 
down into a turmoil of addiction and  
illness. Blair has a damn good reason to 
be worried about Julian. But she should 
also be worried about herself because 
she's got a snow storm up her nose that 
just won't quit. Now that Clay is home, 
he has to try and sort through the 
blizzard and save his friends. 
Clay is tempted to say "To hell with 
them," but can't seem to tear himself 
away due to his newfound flaming desire 
for Blair. (When I say flaming, I mean 
flaming). 
He does come up with a 
simple-minded solution: he wants Julian 
and Blair to come back to college with 
him to get away from the grimy green 
and white of Beverly Hills. And Julian 
has a reply: "Do I look like I'm ready for 
homework?" Well no, Julian, but you do 
look like you're in the late stages of a 
very long finals week. (One that takes 
maybe six months). 
I'm going to be quite honest with you: 
this movie ain't fer everybody. Number 
one, it has some of the most graphic 
scenes I've ever seen in a movie theatre. 
Sex is definitely quite prominent in this 
movie and homosexual prostitution is 
more than simply hinted at. 
Drug abuse is scattered throughout 
movies today, but rarely are the 
aftershocks so vividly presented as they 
are here. If you get a kick out of 
watching people throw up, this will 
knock yer socks off. I was actually a bit 
surprised, and pleased, that they didn't 
See ZERO page 7 
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G ue ss who? 
College StlldentS11 
Earn$6-$10 an holly 
working part-time 
on campUS. 
ffor more info call 
1-800-932-0528 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you could 
finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full tuition 
and allowances for educational fees and textbooks. Along 
with up to $1,000 a year. Get all the facts. 
Call Major Walt Scott 
Army ROTC 535-8740 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
METAPHYSICAL 
,n,..10.1001n11nIM 
POSITIVE 
WORLD 
- Classes Available 
- Past Life Regression 
Sessions 
- Self - Actualization 
Classes 
- Numerology 
- Readings, Books, Tapes, 
Crystals, etc. 
ion, call or stop by and 
Lauri Brenner 
475-9450 
For further informat 
just ask for 
6403 Lakewood Dr. W. 
Suite 104 
Tacoma, WA 98467 
POSITIVE WORLD 
"POSITIVE YOU" 
UPS Piano professor 
Duane Hulbert 
in concert with the 
Tacoma 
Symphony 
The Pantages Centre 
Fri., Nov. 13 at 8pm 
Sat., Nov. 14 at 2pm 
William Hurt 
Marie° Matlin 
Friday & Saturday 
@ 6, 8:30 & 11 
Sunday @ 6 & 8:30 
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liked it, you'll probably like the movie. I 
did. No promises though; the movie 
doesn't stay very close to the book's 
plot. If you haven't read the book, I 
suggest you do so. I also suggest you 
see the movie. Even if you don't enjoy 
it, I still think it's worth seeing. (Even if 
you have to pay for a date.) 
And for heaven's sake, don't forget to 
complain about the movie prices. It's 
hard to by Milk Duds on a college 
budget when you have to shell out $5 to 
get through the door. 
have to edit this movie to avoid an 
X-rating. 
Some may find it hard to care for these 
characters, I found it impossible not to. 
This is a movie about people from my 
generation with a similar world view. 
Even though I've never had these exact 
kind of powerful setbacks to my life, my 
life is by no means over, and this stuff 
scares the hell out of me. These are the 
times when sex can kill, drugs can kill, 
and Rock 'n' Roll still never dies. 
If you've read Less Than Zero, and 
n 
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For Appointment Call 
472-4661 
3702 S. Fife 
Lincoln Plaza 
Cl•.a,sarf NW. aaa 	 x-a -a 	 an 
Zero from 6 
Kilworth Chapel 
at 8:00pm 
Tickets $6 at 
Ticketmaste t  
Info Center 
ONE MONTH UNLIMITED 
TANNING 
30 FOR UPS STUDENTS 
ONLY!! 
*10 brand new Wolff 
tanning beds 
*$5 off regular price of 
packages for U.P.S 
students 
rding Artis 
n concert 
Saturday, Nov. 14 
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING 
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The three sisters, IrMa, Karen Rae Uffelman, (bottom), Olga, Eileen 
Dalton-Cole, (middle), and Masha, Kimberly A. Wright, (top) chat while 
the lovelorn Baron, Peter Rogers, looks on. 
The Baron Tuzenbach, Peter Rogers, earnestly p 
Uffelman, who, while charmed, finds it difficult to reciproca 
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Student actors create life 
The Thre 
By Amy Driskell 
ne facet of Chekov's magic is 
his ability to make important 
and moving the tragedies and 
follies of unexceptional people 
in unexceptional circumstances," said 
John Lutterbie, director of Anton 
Chekov's Three Sisters, the first 
production of this year's Inside Theatre 
season. 
Three Sisters traces the success and 
failures, hopes and despair of an early 
20th century upper middle-class Russian 
family. The three sisters are joined in the 
play by their brother, spouses, and their 
friends. In the progression of events, 
typical human events befall the family—
disagreements, departure, debt, death. 
The play begins at the youngest 
sister's 20th birthday party. During her 
birthday celebrations, Irina, (Karen Rae 
Uffelman), complains of not working: 
"How dreadful to be a girl, to get up at 
noon." She desires to lead the life of a 
workman and fall into bed each night  
exhausted. Later in the play she gets her 
wish, and experiences the not-so-
wonderful reality of working. 
The characters in the play exhibit 
similar human desires and 
disappointments. The middle sister, 
Masha, (Kimberly A. Wright), is 
dissatisfied. "Oh what an intolerable 
life," she laments. Her husband, 
Kulygin, though a good, honest, man is 
not very adventurous or exciting. Masha 
is an intelligent, educated woman who 
feels trapped in the small provincial 
town. "We know a lot that's useless," 
she says. 
The eldest sister, Olga, (Eileen 
Dalton-Cole), acts as the glue that binds 
the family together. She is the confessor, 
the solid, wise, reliable part of the 
family. But she too has her ups and 
downs. 
The Baron, (Peter Rogers), a young 
earnest man in love with Irina, elicits 
understanding and sympathy from the 
audience. 
Lt Colonel Vershinin, (Martin 
Kulygin, Jeffrey T. Parsons, the high school teacher, pontificates, 
while Irina, Karen Rae Uffelman, and the Doctor, David K. Organ, feign 
indifference. 
esses his undying love to Irina, Karen Rae 
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Sisters 
like believable characters 
arson), a complex character of a 
lustery, sometimes pompous, but 
levoted father stirs interest and action in 
he play. He becomes very involved with 
he family, and provides a foil for 
;motional episodes. 
David K. Organ's character, the old 
octor, is charming. He is elderly, 
toting, and somewhat foolish. But he 
so exhibits human tendencies towards 
)verindulgence and occasional 
nelancholy. 
Their brother, Andrei, (Alan Horton), 
s serious and sensitive. In the beginning 
le plays the violin and desires to be a 
)rofessor, but towards the end of the play 
is gambling debts create strife amongst 
he family members. 
Not to mention his wife. Natasha, 
Pamela S. Absten), is at first a shy, 
awkward unsophisticate. But after her 
narriage, she becomes controlling, 
.nobbish and downright nasty. 
However, the drastic change in her 
haracter is not unexpected nor  
unbelievable. It is simply a likely 
consequence of her change in station. 
In fact, this is what is remarkable 
about Three Sisters. Nothing is 
particularly remarkable. Every action is 
consistent with similar situations in real 
life. The incidents are expected, almost 
predictable, from our own experiences. 
Three Sisters believably parallels life. 
The acting in this production adds to 
the lifelike aspect. The actors are very 
natural. Reactions and expressions are 
not forced, but flow with ease and 
apparent spontaneity. They successfully 
create a cast of believable human 
characters. 
The production crew of Three Sisters 
should be commended. Janet Snyder's 
costume and scenery designs are 
wonderful, and the crew changes sets 
efficiently and effectively. 
In all, Three Sisters, is an admirable 
production. There are many chances to 
see it. It runs Thursdays through 
Saturdays until November 21. 
Irina, Karen Rae Uffelman, tries to comfort her elder sister Olga, Eileen 
Dalton-Cole, who seeks solace in the trees beyond her window. 
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The dashing Lt. Colonel Vershinin, Jeffrey T. Parsons, carries on 
about Moscow, and the sisters,- IrMa, Karen Rae Uffelman, and Olga, 
Eileen Dalton-Cole, listen in fascination, but the old Doctor, David K. 
Organ, is too busy with his paper to notice. 
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a printer with your 
tosh and conserve paper: 
A Macintosh'personal computer 
and an Apple 
ImageWriter H 
printer will save 
you hours of time. Not to mention gallons of cor- 
rection fluid and reams and reams of paper. 
And, if you buy both now, the first ream of 
paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow. 
You'll save a bundle of cash when you pur-
chase an ImageWriter II printer along with your 
choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE. 
Eitherway you'll be able to turn out beautifully 
written and beautifully printed papers. 
And we'll even try to help ').1:111 pay for your 
purchase with a variety of financing options. 
We feel compelled to tell you, though,that 
a deal like this can't last forever. So it's a good 
idea to see your campus microcomputer center 
today. And join the conservation movement. 
The power to be your best' 
Microcomputer Center 
Howarth Hall, Room 204 
University of 	 \ ok 
Puget Sound 
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STRIKE ONE: Who says that big business isn't 
- running America? In today's world, money is the deciding 
factor in nost aspects of life. As if incredible, 
ever-increasing salaries weren't enough, sports stars are 	 Mike Fassler 
looking to big corporations for extra dollars to fatten up their bulging pocketbooks. 
Let us face the fact that amateur sports are business, not competition for the thrill of 
competing. The Orange Bowl Classic committee last week voted unanimously to 
seek corporate sponsorship. This bowl game is following in the footsteps of its 
competitors as we now have the USF&G Sugar Bowl, the John Hancock Sun Bowl, 
and the Sunkist Fiesta Bowl. Corporations expect this publicity to increase their 
sales as national name recognition will be the hopeful result. Corporations also pay 
a high price to be associated with our favorite athletic heroes. Golfers top the list of 
"walking advertisements" of last year. Arnold Palmer successfully garnered $8 
million while the Golden Bear, Jack Nicklaus made $6 million from corporate 
sponsors. Nicklaus was matched by youthful West German tennis star Boris Becker. 
Golfer Greg Norman had income of $4.5 million fron sponsors. Chicago Bulls' 
Michael Jordan wrapped up $4 million mainly from his Nike shoe line. Rounding 
out the top eight at $3 million apiece in endorsement funds were tennis player Ivan 
Lendl, Chicago Bear Jim McMahon, and sports commentator and ex-football coach 
John Madden. Sports are big business to advertisers. I think that it is nice that these 
people can supplement their incomes with these endorsements, but they really don't 
need the money. I think that businesses should stay out of sports and let the athletic 
spirit reign supreme. Remember the next time you see your favorite sports star 
wearing a certain type of shoes that he isn't necessarily wearing the best shoes, just 
the ones that were made by the corporation that had the big bucks... 
STRIKE TWO: How about those Seahawks? Actually they looked more like 
Seapidgeon last Monday night. It is strange that just when they start to pull together 
a few good games, they have to fall flat on their faces in the next game. The Jets 
were a team that was asking for a loss. They were down-and -out and they knew it. 
The Seattle squad, on the other hand, had just come off big victories over the Raiders 
and the Vikings. Actually, the whole team did not play bad. Curt Warner wasn't 
spectacular, but he did average over three yards per carry. Why didn't the 
"Seapidgeons" just rush Warner all night? Dave Krieg was at his usual worst this 
week. He completed only 12 of 29 passes and had two passes intercepted. 
Continually he threw the ball over, under, and behind potential receivers. Imagine 
this team with a John Elway? They would be unbeatable! Oh well, a Super Bowl 
win will wait until next year's draft or a key trade. Hopefully... 
STRIKE THREE: On a football note, a fascinating event occurred this week in 
the National Football League. Similiar to an eclipse or the coming of Haley's 
Comet, all five teams in the AFC East Conference are tied for first place. Pathetic 
teams like the Buffalo Bills and Indianapolis Colts have come alive to attain 4-4 
records at this season's midway point. The other three teams at 4-4 are the New 
England Patriots, Miami Dolphins, and N.Y. Jets. This is the first time since the 
merger of the AFL and the NFL that this has occurred. History has been made. Let 
us all take notice and enjoy this parity while it lasts... 
1111 Broadway at Madison 
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STUDENT DANCE PARTY 
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DELIVERY 
ANY 16" 
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Plus 2 Quarts Pop 
Extra Item $1 .50 
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS: 
NOVEMBER 12 - NOVEMBER 19 
FRI: 	 Men's and Women's swimming at UW 
	 AWAY 
	
6:00PM 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ALUMNI GAME HOME 7:00PM 
FRI-SAT: Women's soccer regional Championships 
	 AWAY 12/2:00PM 
at Evergreen State 
SAT: 	 FOOTBALL VS. WHITWORTH 
	 HOME I :00PM 
(HALL OF FAME GAME) 
Volleyball at Bi-District Championships 
	 AWAY 
	
7:30PM 
at Western Oregon State 
Loggers timber for third 
straight time in loss to SFU 
New Fall Merchandise 
Arriving Daily 
Sophisticated Fashions in Natural Fibers • 
Wonderful accessories • 
Unusual jewelry. 
asrninka  
Spikers take district crown; 
look toward Bi-district tourney 
By Mike Fassler 	 In addition, Flick was chosen District 1 
Moving in for another shot at the 
	 Player of the Year for her second 
National Title, the Logger volleyball 
	
consecutive year. Joining in the honors 
squad rapped up a second consecutive 
	
was Coach Robert Kim who gained 
District 1 title. 
	 Coach of the Year honors after his team 
UPS rallied to victories over Seattle 
	
compiled a 39-8 record throughout the 
Pacific and Western Washington 
	
season. 
University in order to secure a spot in 
	
The Loggers now head to Monmouth, 
the District Championship game against 
	
Oregon to face Western Oregon State 
Western Wasington. 
	 College in the Bi-District Championship 
The result will essentially the same as 	 match. A victory will assure the Loggers 
in their first meeting. Puget Sound, led 
	
a spot in the NAIA Tourney in 
by the stellar performance of 
	
Milwaukee, Wisconsin while a loss may 
All-American Cathy Flick, recorded a 
	 lead to an at large berth in the tourney. -- 
15-4, 15-12, 15-9 victory and the title. 
	
The Loggers have already lost twice 
Both Flick and setter Leann Amstutz 
	
this year to Western Oregon St. so they 
were placed on the All-tournament squad 
	
will have a lot to think about before they 
in recognition of their top performances. 
	
can look toward a national title. 
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By Mike Fassler 
The Loggers continued their losing 
ways as they have ended a big win streak 
this season, and extended their losing 
streak to thre games in a heartbreaking 
loss to Simaon Fraser University last 
Saturday. 
Playing up north in Burnaby, Canada, 
the Loggers were handed a 29-28 defeat 
that dropped their season record to 5-3 
and bitterly severed any playoff hopes 
that lingered in their minds. 
As Coach Hjelseth recapped the game, 
"It basically boiled down to a good first 
half for our football team and coming 
away with a 7 point lead, we felt good at 
the half. We were playing reasonably 
well on both sides of the ball. In the 
second half, it became a situation where 
in many instances we self-destructed." 
The Loggers jumped out to a 14-0 
first half lead after a 10--yard Dan 
Gregory run and a 4-yard Rick Mueller 
drush. A SFU touchdown was answered  
by a Pat Pletcher 53-yard jaunt for six 
points. The Clansmen then scored 
another touchdown on a two-yard pass 
with one second left on the clock. 
Simon Fraser then proceeded to 
dominate the second half of the game. 
After a third quarter UPS touchdown, the 
Clan scored two more touchdowns, the 
final one with just 1:31 left on the 
game's ticker. Coach Beaton then elected 
to go for the two point attempt in order 
to gain the victory. The Clan's 
quarterback stepped into the endzone after 
he realized that his receivers were 
covered. 
These points proved to be the winning 
margin of victory as Steve Lilleberg's 
last second field goal attempt fell short 
of the crossbars. 
The Loggers will face Whitworth on 
Saturday afternoon in Baker Stadium in 
the inaugural Hall of Fame Game at 
1PM. The Loggers hope to end their 
current three game slide and also honor 
20 already-inducted members of the UPS 
Hall of Fame. 
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Harriers end season on up note 
The fornous funn y looking sandals from Gerrnony 
Test-walk our incredibly comfortable 
footwear 
2301 6th Ave., Tac., WA 
2 blocks west of Sprague 
827-6801 
NORTHEND AUTOMOTIVE  
912  6th 
 Ave. 
10% Student Discounts 
With $50 of repair youet 
52 games of bowling FREE !! 
The New Frontier Loges 
Offer expires Nov. 3r 
Winterize your ." 
car!! 
.‘.‘ 272-4677 
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Lady Loggers clinch title in 
overtime victory over Western 
By Tom Putas 
Going into the cross country district 
championship at Leavenworth this 
Saturday, the Lady Loggers knew they 
were going to have to push themselves 
hard to get the third place necessary to 
qualify for NAIA nationals. Going into 
the race, it was thought that they had a 
good chance of making it, but 
somewhere before the race was over, the 
girls fell short-- a surprising 33 points 
short. 
As expected, PLU and Simon Fraser 
University battled it out for the top two 
places. Similiar to golf, the lowest score 
wins, aned this time that honor went to 
PLU whose 47 point total was one 
point below that of SFU. 
The Loggers' competition for that 
third spot was Western Washington. It 
was up to total team effort, despite chilly 
weather and the hilly five kilometer 
course. Unfortunately, the well-prepared 
Vikings had a good day ending up with a 
score of 71 to the Loggers' 104. Further 
back were Whitman (112) and Central 
Washington (120). 
The girls' team did fare well 
individually. Senior Lisa Garnett led the 
team with a time of 19:54, and placed 
17th overall in a field of 47. Garnetts 
time was 56 seconds faster than what she 
had ran on the same course earlier this 
year. 
Finishing next in the race was 
freshman Anne Grande, who had knocked 
15 seconds off her previous record to 
complete the course in 19:58. Third in 
for the ladies and 19th overall was 
Michelle Finnvik (20:01). 
Star runner, Andrea Perry, was the 
only one who failed to beat her previous 
personal record. Unfortunately, she added 
44 seconds to complete the course in 
20:12. 
Bringing in the final score for the 
ladies was Karen Cammack, who shaved 
a whopping one minute and sixteen 
seconds off her previous best. Karen 
finished in 20:36 and 29th overall. 
Also competing for the Loggers were 
Heidi Wendell (21:32) and Maureen 
Hankinson (22:52). Both girls had beat 
their personal records. 
On the other hand, the men's cross 
country team went into this last 
Saturday's district championship with no 
expectations. Marked by the loss of last 
year's All-American runner, Emmett 
Kipp, the Loggers considered this a 
"growing season." !Wire bluntly, the 
men's team was outscored by all live of 
the other competing teams. 
Pacific Lutheran handily captured first, 
scoring only 45 points. Following in 
order were: WWU (63), CWU (79), SFU 
(88), Whitman (89), and UPS (134). 
"We're a very young team" said 
sophomore co-captain David Gallagher. 
"All of us have at least two more years 
of elligibility in us. I think in a couple 
years we might be competing for first or 
second place." The Loggers have quality, 
it's experience they're lacking. 
The men's team performance was 
highlighted by the fact that everyone 
improved their previous best times on 
this rugged Leavenworth course. The 
largest improvement went to Mark 
Brennan, who hammered off a whole 
minute and nine seconds. 
Leading the Logger assault was Matt 
Grant, who had recently been sidelined 
by a knee injury. Matt finished the 
grueling 5.1 mile course in 28:38 with 
Brennan just two seconds behind. 
Gallagher was next in for the Loggers 
at a time of 29:23. Completing the rest 
of the teams score were freshmen Mike 
Morse (29:28) and Matt Madrones 
(29:51). 
The University of Puget Sounds final 
cross country meet will be a banquet this 
Friday at Viafores. 
By Hubie Greenwald 
"Hockey is great; you get drunk and 
hope for a fight." 
I heard this, or something similiar to 
this last Monday night as I eagerly 
watched the New York Islanders play the 
Washington Capitals. I sat their and 
listened to the people around me 
discussing that which they felt were the 
"most awesome" fights they had seen. 
They never even began to discuss the 
victor in the match nor who was 
playing. To these folks, it could have 
just as well been a boxing match. 
I turned to the individuals and angerly 
asked,"Do you know the slightest about 
hockey? Have you ever played the game? 
Have you even skated on ice? They 
began to stare at me as if I were a 
lunatic. 
"No... I only watch it for the fights, 
that's the only reason anybody ever 
watches it," one of these intellectuals 
retorted defensively. 
Having grown up in a city where 
hockey is played by all, I knew 
differently. As is usually the case, I 
pressed my point in a booming, irritated 
voice. I then explained that hockey 
players were very gifted athletes, some of 
them among the best in the world in 
terms of physical condition. 
"It takes strength, conditioning, 
coordination, and speed to be successful 
as a hockey player, " I said. 
" Ych, maybe but the Boz would beat 
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the ball forward. She just always gives a 
great effort. Wendy Lee and Katia Lewis 
both had big matches for us. Wendy has 
really improved and is playing with a lot 
more confidence. Katia is somewhat of 
the workhorse of our team, she doesn't 
get noticed that often but plays a great 
center midfielder. It was very exciting to 
have someone like Kelly score the goal, 
it is good for our team's spirit." 
The Loggers now look ahead to this 
weekend's NAIA Regional 
Championship at the Evergreen State 
College in Olympia as they face Pacific 
University. Two wins will leave the 
Loggers headed toward South Carolina 
for the NAIA National Championships. 
the crap out of Wayne Gretzky," 
someone in the crowd sneered at me. 
"That maybe the truth," I 
responded,"but could the Boz shoot a 
hockey puck at 100 miles per hour on a 
pair of ice skates." 
" It wouldn't matter because Boz 
would make sure that Gretzky wouldn't 
be able to skate again." 
"That, of course, is assuming that 
Bosworth could ever catch him in the 
first place," I retorted with a big grin on 
ny face. 
The argument continued back and forth 
as we watched what became a close 
game. I sat and explained the rules and 
plays, essential to the fan who can 
appreciate true sport. Although I 
attempted to use these vivid examples, 
my "friends" failed to catch a word as 
they screamed for a fight to erupt 
between the players. 
It seems that the mentality of hockey 
fans has reached a very sad low point. 
These individuals highlight the violence 
and frustration of the players instead of 
their athletic achievements. They falsely 
claim to be sports fans, yet they lack the 
basic knowledge of the sport to be given 
that title. 
In the end, the Islanders won the 
contest by a 4-3 margin in overtime. 
Almost everyone had left the room. I 
noticed that practically none of the 
remaining people took a real interest in 
what had transpired here in the previous 
hours. 
By Mike Fassler 
The women's soocer team took their 
time, but ended up on top with a District 
1 Championship title with a 1-0 double 
overtime victory over Western 
Washington University. 
It was the unsung heroines which 
secured the victory for the Loggers. 
Freshman Kelly Hindman took the pass 
from freshman Hillary Gibbon to push 
across the lone goal of the match. The 
win also pushed the Loggers to a 5-0 
district record and a 10-4-3 overall mark. 
Logger head coach Mike Jennings was 
pleased with the results, " Dulcey 
(Simpkins) did just a great job of getting 
Hockey is a team sport 
This is no time 
to think about AIDS. 
AIDS is being transmitted more 
and more frequently through hetero-
sexual contact. There are two ways to 
protect yourself and your partner: 
Take time to know each other, and fol-
low safer sex guidelines. 
For the most current information 
about AIDS risk reduction, talk to a  
health care professional. Call the 
Washington State Toll-Free Hotline: 
1-800-272-AIDS. 
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Kennedy's sexual past in 
a very unstable position 
The FBI has released its background report on President Reagan's latest nominee 
to the Supreme Court and, in a shocking development, there are suggestions that he 
might have had sex with his wife in something other than the missionary position. 
The nominee, Federal Appeals Court Judge Anthony Kennedy, has yet to either 
confirm or deny the report that in the early seventies he and his wife fornicated in 
what are unlawful positions. 
President Reagan has responded to this information by saying that he will not 
withdraw this nomination. He went on to further comment that we all have done 
things in the past that we wish could be erased from our lives and if we were to be 
held responsible for all of our past mistakes it would cause all of us to be considered 
second class citizens.. 
Attorney general Edwin Meese (while standing in front of a nude statue in the 
justice building) announced that he has a commision ready to look into the obvious 
relationship between Kennedy's morally reprehensible behavior and the high number 
of violent sexual crimes that occured in Sacramento since Kennedy has been on the 
bench there. 
Education Secretary William Bennet is rumored to have called Kennedy to urge 
him to withdraw his nomination. Sources in the Department of Education said that 
Bennet told Kennedy that it was an embarrassment to the President and the 
Administration to have such behavior linked to the White House. Further, it is well 
known that Bennet believes that the example set by such a person on the High Court 
would greatly undermine his efforts to provide the youth of this country with a 
proper set of republican morals. 
Surgeon General Koop had no comment except to say that he hoped the 
Kennedys regularly and properly used condoms. 
Joe Biden, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, has responded to this 
information by saying that he will not call for the withdrawl of this nomination. He 
went on to further comment that we all have done things in the past that we wish 
could be erased from our lives and if we were to be held responsible for all of our 
past mistakes it would cause all of us to be considered second class citizens. 
Chris Chapman 
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Food quality is 
tummy wrenching 
In view of the recent complaints 
concerning the food system, I'd like to 
add one more to the pot. It has to do 
with quality or, in this case, the lack 
thereof. I have recently witnessed several 
repulsive incidents that the public should 
be made aware of. First, there was the 
student who found a green worm 
crawling around her salad. Then there 
was an unidentifiable bit of matter 
discovered in a sandwich. As an encore, 
will the person who stood, shoes and all, 
on the counter to fill the ice machine 
please step forward and identify all the 
icky places his shoes have been? If the 
food doesn't turn your stomach, these 
health violations should. 
Lori O'Connell 
Review is suspect 
After reading Terry Bain's review of 
the movie "Suspect," I would have never 
seen the movie. But, I would have taken 
the advice of someone whose general 
thoughtlessness and lack of depth would 
have caused me to miss an entertainingly 
riveting movie. 
Perhaps I do not come up to the 
standards that Bain has set for the average 
movie-goer. I must first have the 
attention span of only one hour, 
well-suited to the time of the TV show, 
"L.A. Law." There must also be several 
commercial breaks, so that I may rest 
my tired brain after it has been 
bombarded by the complicated and 
intelligent plots on said show. 
I must enjoy seeing Dennis Quaid in 
the nude, because obviously Bain 
believes that there was not enough 
beefcake in this movie. I must not take 
this actor's acting seriously because 
anyone who has been in two successful 
films this past summer does not have the  
talent to act in a third. 
I must enjoy Cher's "new" acting 
approach, and forget that this actress has 
stretched and improved herself in most of 
the movie roles she has won. I must 
forget that I saw Cher portray "real 
people," such as a withdrawn lesbian in 
"Silkwood," or a mother in "Mask." 
(Both characters were based on living 
persons.) I must forget that I am seldom 
disappointed in this woman's depth as an 
actress, and appalled that some people 
cannot put aside her personal life to 
accept her for her performance alone. I 
must not respect her for being the 
non-conformist that she is. 
I must see Dennis Quaid as a 
"charming brainless simp," who may 
simply want to see justice done. I must 
have a one-track mind, and not only want 
to see Dennis Quaid in the nude, and 
making it with a congresswoman, but 
also believe that he helps the district 
attorney only through the power of his 
still unsatisfied penis. I must see the 
implication that of course a woman like 
Cher's character, who drinks beer, 
confronts murderers and rapists, is brave 
enough to chase punks who break her 
windshield and meet at night with people 
who call her with anonymous tips, is 
not qualified to be a lawyer. 
I must completely miss a very sad 
character in the transient, and the main 
thrust of the movie, which was that the 
rich and powerful people of this country 
try to get away with murder, while the 
poor, the desperate, and the sacrificing 
people get the blame. 
Sure, "Suspect" is a flawed film, but 
these flaws do not completely include 
those listed in Bain's review. Why wasn't 
the case completely investigated before it 
went to trial? Why didn't the makers of 
the film build-up the suspense factor in 
the movie? Why would a man really 
break the law for someone he doesn't  
even know? The plot is trite, and the 
courtroom scenes are probably pretty far 
from real life, but the movie is a 
harmless production with two or three 
decent performances, and a real feel-good 
ending. 
I would like to suggest that the next 
movie Bain sees should have a believable 
plot, much nudity, unknown stars, be 
only about real people, be only one hour 
long, and cost less than $5.00. I hear 
that there are some theatres on Pacific 
Ave. where for only $2.00 the viewer 
can see an interesting short flick about 
some horny farmers who are being 
evicted from their land, and no one to 
help them. 
V.A. Overbaugh 
Reader retaliates 
Is this for real? 
Looking at the back issues of The 
Trail, I am updated on the epidemic 
spread of AIDS and its appearance in 
Tacoma. I am informed of the pros and 
cons concerning the availability of 
condoms in the Student Union Building 
to support the Safe Sex promotion. In 
recent issues, I am directed to locations 
were I can obtain my personal copy of 
the album Big Black Songs about 
Fucking. 
My first thought, once the initial 
shock wore off, was, "This is a joke." 
However, friends familiar with the 
Seattle area verified the addresses and 
confirmed the ad's legitimacy. I cannot 
believe that The Trail, would print such 
an advertisement. What apalled me the 
most was the design and the severity of 
the implications it generates. 
The design portrays a male figure with 
savage features. He crouches with an 
unmerciful grin behind his wincing 
female prey. Her expressions convey fear 
and pain. The allusion is violent and 
exploitative. 
I encourage community support and 
involvement in The Trail. But, I find it 
hard to believe that the staff is in such a 
finnancial deficit that they need to 
contract with advertisers who promote 
cheap and degrading products. This ad is 
not only pornographic, but also 
suggestive towards assaultivc behavior. 
The Trail has established itself as a 
concerned informer to the student 
community. But, I am perplexed by the 
mixed messages and exploitative 
promotion displayed by the printing of 
this advertisement. Can this be the same 
student newspaper that ran such an in 
depth series on the severity of date rape? 
Perhaps The Trail needs to remind itself 
of its audience which includes the student 
as well as the Tacoma community. What 
will such a display have on the 
community's opinion of the University 
students? 
Carrie Harding 
Cartoon depresses 
We find the cartoon contest sponsored 
in Phibbo by Peng Hsiao just plain 
depressing. This material in the October 
20 and November 5 issues of The Trail 
is evidence of a sadly low level of social 
consciousness and maturity in campus 
cultural discourse: as such, it represents a 
reality that is immensely discouraging to 
those of us who spend our lives teaching 
here. 
Ann Neel & 
14 other faculty members 
Granted you may print what you 
receive, but do you read it??? 
Kristy Fosburg 
Peng's thing 
has got to go 
Well, we finally got rid of the obscene 
advertisement for Big Black's album. 
Now we need only to take care of that 
THING that Peng Hsiao draws for our 
paper. 
Not once since he has been doing the 
cartoon have I found anything even 
remotely funny about it. Then someone 
goes and dreams up this contest. No--he 
could not think of anything BETTER to 
draw for the entrants. The following 
week he had a cartoon to degrade men, 
too, so that women would not feel so 
slighted. All you succeeded in doing was 
adding insult to injury, Peng. 
Now the results are in. You should see 
some of the things that were done in the 
entries. Ladies, did you read all of them? 
You should. No, the worst ones are not 
on the first page; they are on the second 
page. (Yes, The Trail devoted two pages 
to this garbage.) I do not know who did 
the judging, but I am appalled that you 
chose these entries/attitudes as "Runners 
up" and "Honorable mentions." The 
article on sexual harrassment was qutie 
timely. 
Peng and The Trial are perpetuating 
the idea that women are nothing more 
than sources of male satisfaction or 
gratification and force us to continue to 
fight these attutdes. 
Women, if you did not see the entries 
or if you did not read all of them, let me 
give you a samlpling. One entry that 
was awarded honorable mention (Webster 
says, "worthy of honor; noble; 
reputable") contains the lines "She can 
watch me take it off anytime. Ho, ho, 
ho...how about taking care of my 
post...she's making a stand for feminism 
and she's making him stand." Isn't that 
FUNNY! Yeah, honorable mention. 
Honorable to whom? Another line in an 
entry of honorable mention reads, "Hey, 
turn around and check this out." A 
runner-up says, "Just look and see what 
I've got for you." 
Does this make you sick? It 
SHOULD. There is a lot more, but I 
think I have made my point. 
Yvonne Patterson 
& seven students 
Phibbs criticized 
Phil Phibbs, at the October 30th 
trustee meeting, exposed a problem that 
is of recent phenomina to the campus 
cummunity; as he describes it "the 
equivalent of a slum landlord". Yet 
Phibbs' problem lies more specifically in 
the tenants who often throw large parties 
causing neighborhood disturbances the 
University is not responsible for. 
Phibbs pointed this out to the trustees 
hoping to gain the power of influential 
members in order to throw the weight of 
the University around in an attempt to 
solve this conflict. In addition, he didn't 
hesitate to add pressure by mentioning 
that the slumlord was a former 
employee of Weyerhaueser, a company 
and family which both are well 
See LETTERS page 15 
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represented on the board of trustees. 
I find Phibbs' behavior unprofessional 
and embarrassing. Trustees do not 
function as law enforcers or 
diciplinarians; their main purpose is to 
operate as an adivsory body. Their 
consultations are a reflection of their 
abilities to run the University as an 
educational institution as well as a 
business. Phibbs' actions more closely 
resemble a neighborhood rock fight 
where the local bully (the trustees) is 
called in. 
Perhaps before Phibbs appealed to the 
trustees for support in removing these 
people from the neighborhood, he should 
have directed his attentions inward to the 
University. Many of the same problems 
can be found in living conditions and 
socializing practices on campus. 
The house Phibbs specifically pointed 
out to the trustees was renovated just last 
year. In many ways this house is 
superior to rental houses the university 
and university employees provide for 
student living. The University should 
not use the term "slum" on its neighbors 
unless the University plans to use the 
same terminology on its own housing. 
The problem of out of control parties 
can be viewed under the same light of 
exaggeration. Granted, Tacoma Police 
Department has been called to this 
address for neighborhood disturbances, 
but many of these calls were made by the 
University or Security Services. I 
understand the apprehension the 
University feels about these parties. 
They occur close to campus and the 
individuals seem to feel no responsibility 
to the University, yet no atrocity has 
occurred at these parties that doesn't 
occur on a weekly basis at each of the 
fraternities. 
The true issue can be described in 
terms of the University's image and how 
it is being damaged by neighboring 
residents. The problem neighbors are 
also a source of frustration for Security 
Services because of their inability to 
wield an arm of authority over student 
tenants living in privately owned 
properties bordering the University. 
The Leviathan of the U.P.S. Alcohol 
policy is again showing its weaknesses. 
The conflict Phibbs presented to the 
trustees at the meeting is only an 
allusion to the University's inability to 
cope with an inept alcohol policy. 
Independent upperclassmen and their 
drinking have been moved to off campus 
residences; students living on campus are 
now being patrolled by the secret police 
of Residential Life; and the Greeks have 
been granted political immunity to 
underaged drinking and uncontrolled 
behavior. Dammit Phil, stop your 
hipocrisy and confront the situation. 
The same conditions you persecute in 
the residential area you harbor in the 
U.P.S. community. How do you justify 
your actions? 
Ellen V. Rasmussen 
Apathy epidemic 
engulfs campus 
There is an epidemic on campus at the 
University of Puget Sound. It is apathy. 
Once recognized, though, it must be 
examined whether this particular fact 
distinguishes UPS from any other 
college campus. The demonstrations of 
Columbia University students two years 
ago, protesting the university's 
investments in South Africa, might 
suggest that we are a somewhat unique  
example. 
But if we look back further we will 
see evidence to support the 
counter-argument. In the late Sixties 
college students cried out for the right to 
vote. But once they received this 
privilege, they failed miserably to 
exercise their right. 
So in what ways is UPS (its students, 
faculty, and trustees) at all apathetic? The 
percentage of students who actually vote 
in Senate elections indicates that many 
students feel no motivation to decide 
who they want to be in the portion of 
allocating the funds of ASUPS. 
The absence of formal student 
condemnation of the conduct of some 
Puget Sound students at the PLU game 
this fall was embarrassingly visible. In 
this case, student apathy screamed to the 
public its domination of our consciences. 
(I am afraid that I, too, must plead guilty 
to this charge.) 
But lately I am overcome by fear and 
concern for my fellow students regarding 
the irresponsible consumption of 
alcohol. Many students make a habit of 
abusing. The school administration, in a 
justly optimistic manner, maintains that 
problems with drinking are steadily 
declining. But my concern, not disdain, 
is for the students who constantly rely 
on alcohol to provide entertainment at 
their social functions. 
I am not opposed to the Greek system; 
nor, for that matter, am I opposed to all 
drinking in the Greek system, but I am 
afraid that because of the ambiguous 
nature of the alcohol policy, the Greek 
system will take the brunt of my 
well-intended criticism. 
It was, in fact, an incident involving a 
sorority member shich finally opened my 
eyes to this most alarming situation. A 
short while ago, a .freshman sorority 
member, who is a minor, while 
attending an event sponsored by her 
sorority, became intoxicated to the point 
that emergency medical assistance had to 
be brought into the scene. This young 
woman's life was in danger and the abuse 
of alcohol was directly responsible. 
Alcohol, do not forget, is a toxin! In this 
case, a young woman poisoned her own 
blood with it. 
It is therefore incumbent upon 
responsible students to speak out against 
such horrifying behavior. My amazement 
comes in finding out that many, many 
students Greek and independent alike, are 
quite concerned about the situation. If 
this is so, why have they not protested 
the fact that there are, really, two 
different alcohol policies governing one 
student body? 
The policy for Union Avenue is vastly 
different from, and much more dangerous 
than, the policy for residence halls and 
special housing. Why do they remain 
silent when a change in attitude toward 
policy will only do more to protect not 
only their lives, but the liability of their 
respective fraternity or sorority and the 
liability of the university? 
If I were Greek, I would be up in 
arms, knocking down doors to do 
something about it. Until I find out what 
organizations are trying to prevent the 
abuse of alcohol, I have only my pen 
with which to do battle and the comfort 
of those students who think it necessary 
to respond to this letter. 
Whatever changes might be made 
concerning the alcohol policy, the fact 
remains that students who want to drink 
will drink whether they live in a Union 
Avenue residence or in another 
University-owned building. Nothing will 
stop them from doing it if their minds 
arc set on it. 
My hope is that they will exercise 
careful discretion on their consumption. 
There is no more effective prevention of 
alcohol-related tragedies than responsible 
drinking. 
As I understand enforcement of the 
alcohol policy inside Union Avenue 
residences is the responsibility of the 
officers of the house where the party 
takes place. Go ahead, officers. Show 
your mettle and your concern by keeping 
an eye on your brothers and sisters. If it 
is possible to think of them as your 
brothers and sisters. If it is possible to 
think of them as your brothers and 
sisters in a figurative sense, it just might 
be possible to think of them as such in a 
literal sense. Whatever any 
authoritative-sounding alcohol policy 
says, the responsibiltiy to promote 
responsible drinking ultimately lies with 
us, the student body. 
The job of President Phibbs, Dean 
Dodson, and the Trustees is proper 
legislation. The job of the students is 
adherence to and execution of alcohol 
policy. This must not be done simply 
for the sake of obedience but because we 
care enough about our friends to tell 
them when they have had too much to 
drink or even be courageous enough to 
confront them when we think they have 
a drinking problem. It seems as though 
no one on this campus is ready to use 
their friend's name and the words 
"problem drinker" in the same breath. 
I expect backla3h from Greeks who 
might feel unjustly persecuted. This is 
unfortunate but, I am afraid, inevitable. I 
would hope that the majority will see 
that my concern and criticism extends to 
all UPS students and even up to the 
Trustees. It would be sad if my point 
were lost as a result of the 
hypersensitivity students have the the 
Greek-independent chism that seems ever 
present when discussing student issues. 
Plsease accept my criticism as only 
well-intended. I am not trying to further 
any animosity already felt. I am simply 
trying to call attention to a dangerous 
situation. I want students to care more 
about themselves and their friends in 
dealing with alcohol. We certainly 
cannot expect anyone other than 
ourselves to take the necessary measures 
to sow the seeds of responsible drinking 
habits on the campus of UPS. We must 
take the initiative to expell student and 
administrative apathy form our 
university community. 
Christopher Doran 
Coitus preferred 
We believe it would be much more 
appropriate if The Trail advertised for 
"Large non-white--Music concerning 
Coitus." 
L, B, & T 
Security criticized 
We, Gail Leschine, Erich Stiger, Bret 
Berner, Brent Grisim and Melisse 
Swartwood, would like to share a 
lunchtime experience. 
We were just five students engaged in 
our usual conversation over lunch in the 
rotunda. As we ate and talked, three 
members of security entered the rotunda. 
We didn't think twice about it until they 
approach our table and told us they had 
received a complaint on us by someone 
who was offended by our conversation. 
We thought it was a joke. We 
laughed. We really thought we had been 
only talking. 
Then the tough guy routine started. In 
an intimidating manner, one of the 
security members said to one of us who 
was commenting on the situation not to 
try to start anything with him and 
brought up the idea that if we were 
interesting in being "good campus 
citizens" we would take what he was 
saying a little more seriously. He 
warned that if we continued our rebuke of 
the situation it could come to something 
more than his simple reprimand. Then 
they left. 
With new people admitted to the 
situation there was a rolling analysis of 
the confrontation. One student came in 
and said,"Oh, were you guys talking too 
loud for people to eat?" One of the 
major concerns was whether it was worse 
for somebody to call security on us or 
for security to respond to such a call. 
We decided that the idea of security 
policing conversations is distasteful. We 
decided that harmless, typical 
conversations do not merit security 
intervention. We didn't like the idea of 
the faceless .complaint and would ask 
anyone who is offended by our 
conversation in the future to please 
approach us instead of feeling the need to 
resort to the authorities. 
Most of all, we'd like to ask security 
to drop this abusive approach. For 
people who are supposed to be doing 
things in our best interest and don't even 
know the content of our supposedly 
offensive conversation to act as they did 
seem neither diplomatic nor responsible. 
Philosopher explains 
society's equality 
Freedom of speech is one of the most 
important, and one of the most 
misunderstood, freedoms in American 
society. The liberty to express one's 
lifestyle has always been a favorite of 
Americans, but in recent years has 
become an increasingly abused liberty. 
As the population soars, society 
becomes more dense and compact, and 
the amount of individual overlapping of 
lifestyles increases accordingly. This 
interaction of lifestyles has intensified 
the need to express individuality and 
diversity, and unfortunately, it is a need 
that is being fulfilled at the expense of 
the rights of others. 
What people don't seem to understand 
is that the freedom of speech isn't 
absolute - it's limited by the needs of 
society and the other individuals in that 
society. In order to preserve the rights of 
the individual, the needs of the system in 
which they exist must first be met. The 
whole reason society was created in the 
first place was to secure the rights of 
individuals, and without it individual 
rights disappear. 
The primary reason for freedom of 
speech is to give you the right to live 
your life as you please, and express 
yourself in a manner reflective of that 
lifestyle. But society must keep the 
rights of every individual equal - in 
living your life as you please, you may 
in no way hinder the right of another to 
live their life as they please. It is this 
right to be free from another's "free 
expression" that is so frequently violated 
by the first party. Society grants rights 
• in pairs, doing so in order to create a 
balance that will allow the equal 
possesion of freedom. You have the 
right to freely express yourself, but my 
right to be free from your expression is 
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just as important. 
Everyone has the right to their 
opinion and the expression of that 
opinion at an individual level. But when 
that opinion reaches expression at the 
societal level, as through media and 
advertising, it must be restricted to a 
point where it does not violate the rights 
of others. Once the free expression of an 
individual violates the right of another to 
live his life free of forceful outside 
influence or exposure, that right to 
expression is no longer valid. 
This does not mean that such 
expression must be stopped, only that it 
must be modified to a form or media that 
does not force its exposure upon anyone. 
If Newsweek were to begin printing 
pictures of naked people playing 
volleyball, there would be nothing that 
could be done about it, because no one is 
forced to buy the magazine. If those 
same pictures were posted on a billboard, 
however, they would then have been 
forced upon another because the path of 
the road cannot be changed, and one's 
path of travel might not be changeable 
either. In a case where an individual has 
no choice about being exposed to 
something he finds offensive, his rights 
have been violated. 
Take, for example, the ad for Big 
Black's new album that was printed for 
two weeks in the Trail. The title was of 
a size that made it a visual image, as 
opposed to text, and inclUded a drawing 
of two people having intercourse. Like a 
billboard, the material is of a nature that 
precludes anyone's ability to avoid its 
content - there is no way to stop the 
visual signal from reaching the brain. 
Also, in this particular case, we are 
dealing with a monopoly newspaper. 
There is no alternative for the campus 
news and information it presents, and 
while no one is physically forced to read 
it, the lack of an alternative forces it 
upon those who are interested in the 
information it is presenting. Therefore 
like the road by the billboard, someone 
may be forced to be exposed to 
something they don't wish to experience 
as a part of their lives because they can't 
change their path. 
The Big Black ad should still be run, 
but in a publication where the readership 
will either not be offended by it, or 
where the publication isn't in the same 
situation that the Trail is in, where no 
viable alternative is available. 
In the end, the entire issue of this kind 
of "limited censorship" revolves around a 
balance of freedoms. The rights of one 
individual must be reflected in the rights 
of any other individual - so that the 
freedom of every individual can be 
preserved. The freedoms granted under 
democracy are not absolute, but are in 
every case a trade-off; it is a limitation of 
the extent of one right in order to 
preserve the existence of another. 
Balancing the trade-offs is sometimes the 
largest sacrifice that we must make for 
democratic society, but there is no 
alternative if we wish to keep 
democracy's wide range of freedoms equal 
for everyone. 
John Schussler 
MacKenzie replies 
When I first read the opinion section 
of The Trail (11/5/87), I was naturally 
more than a little surprised and angry. I 
expected to meet with vigorous 
opposition to my views, but I never 
would have expected the supposedly 
objective Trail to officially condone and  
even lead the systematic attack on me. I't 
s obvious to me that The Trail staff 
strongly disagrees with my personal 
views and utilized their publication to 
publically humilate me. 
As far as my letter is concerned It was 
not my purpose to place myself on a 
pedestal and to force people to live 
according to way I do. I never said or 
even hinted that I was in any way an 
expert on these complex matters. All I 
did was merely express my individual 
opinion on the subject. I sincerely 
believe the concept of freedom of 
personal choice and I naively hoped that 
people would understand my personal 
position, regardless of whether they 
approved of it or not. 
Unfortunately instead of being tolerant 
of my point of view, I was maligned, 
slandered, and derided by my oppostion. I 
was equated to something that exists 
"underneath a rock". I was characterized 
as narrow minded, ignorant, uneducated, 
and archaic. My critics, who in no way 
are even remotely familiar with me, also 
even went so far as to state that I love 
book burning and censuring, none of 
which are true. All of that from just a 
short two-paragraph letter, do you people 
read palms too?? 
Regardless of my critic's opinions, I 
do consider myself an intelligent and 
educated person who will not stoop to 
answer his critics in a similar fashion. 
Contrary to popular belief I have gained 
alot from my educational experience here 
at UPS, but perhaps the most important 
lesson I have learned is an understanding 
of the democratic process. An intregal 
component of democracy is the freedom 
of speech and the toleration of divergent 
points of view. This comcept has 
obviously missed my critics and The 
Trail in general. An excellent example of 
this can be clearly seen in the 
predominate liberal "Shut up and get the 
Hell out of here" attitude towards me. 
This analogous to winning an argument 
by stating your right "Just because". Are 
you people suggesting that because of 
my conservative views, that I am not 
deserving of the same quality of 
education that you receive here at UPS. 
The Trail has never been a paragon of 
tact and good taste (The Big Black Songs 
about Fucking Advertisement will atest 
to that) but their handling of my 
situation is clearly reprehensible. You do 
not have to agree or even like me, but 
you are obligated to tolerate my personal 
point of view as members of a free press 
as well as being members of a 
democracy. I hope The Trail realizes that 
attempting to silence me through this 
highly effective form of public 
humiliation is totally inappropriate. 
Since part of my tuition goes towards 
financing The Trail, I strongly feel that 
The Trial owes me a publically written 
apology. I have even learned a valuable 
lesson from The Trail, If a person holds 
and unpopular belief it's better to keep it 
to yourself. As for Dan Mackenzie, I 
will never write another letter to The 
Trial again. You win, I am not stupid 
enough to get crucified again. 
Dan MacKenzie 
By-Law amended 
Article II, section 1, paragraph E. All 
legislative action shall be presented in 
written Senate bill format available five 
calendar days prior to the formal Senate 
meeting at which it will be presented. 
With the approval by 2/3 of the Senate, 
legislation may be introduced without 
prior notice. 
